
SketchUp conversion to Tekla “Item”

Use Cases



Modeling Specialized Structural Elements [Concrete]
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Tekla modeling is based on the extrusion of profiles. In the right hands, it is a very capable 
modeling software that can create most of the main Concrete and Steel structural 
elements… but….

Tekla Limitation: 
… there are still shapes that are difficult or impossible to model in Tekla.  

Use Case

● Use SketchUp to create the specialized/custom
 elements

● Use SketchUp to create a “Negative”. The “Negative”
can be used within Tekla to subtract from a native
object like a Tekla Slab. The resulting object still
retains the properties of the native object.



Tekla Limitation: Grating and other flooring is plate are currently created with surface 
treatments (textures) instead of actual geometry. 

● Volume / Weights calculations have to be faked/fudged
● Visual appearance of the model is inaccurate
● Cuts in the grating/flooring are highly inaccurate and can not be used by the 

detailer/fabricator

Treatments vs Geometry [Steel]



SketchUp → Tekla Item

Use Case:
Grating and other flooring can be modeled in SketchUp and brought into Tekla 
as an Item.   

■ Volume / Weights can be calculated accurately 
■ Visual representations are much more accurate
■ Cut outs done to the Item using Tekla’s native tools result in accurate 

custom details that can be used in detailing or by the fabricator

Treatments vs Geometry [Steel]
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Tekla Libraries & Tekla Performance [Steel]

Tekla Limitation: 
● Components from Tekla’s native libraries can be comprised of multiple individual 

parts.  (Example: clevises, turnbuckles, hinges, gates, brackets, etc)
○ Problem - When they are used in the Tekla project model, they are not treated 

as singular pieces. Instead, each individual part of the component is tracked. 
Result:  This can lead to a unnecessary large and complex models that 
decreases the performance of the Tekla application.

● Components made in Tekla are made from subparts that can be difficult to assemble 
and create … and again, they are tracked as individual parts.

● Native library selection is limited



Tekla Libraries & Tekla Performance [Steel]

SketchUp → Tekla Item

Resolution - Tekla Items are tracked as singular items within the application even if the 
Item is comprised of multiple subcomponents/pieces.

Use Case 1:  Tekla library component → SketchUp …. SketchUp → Tekla “Item”
- Use SketchUp to translate the Tekla component into an Item.

Use Case  2:  SketchUp → Tekla “Item”
- Use SketchUp to model the component to be used in the model.

Use Case 3: Existing CAD libraries & SketchUp 3D Warehouse
- Use SketchUp to access a multitude components either via the 3DWH 
or through its ability to import from other CAD libraries



General Rules for Successful Conversion

● A fully successful conversion will require that the SketchUp model or the 
elements that make up the SketchUp model be created as solids.

Both of these skp models are valid for converting to a Tekla Item

Model made from a single solid Model made from multiple solids


